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Ever since the discovery [l] that matroids can be characterized among set systems by the 
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Abstract. We study a variant of the greedy algorithm for weight functions defined on the system 
of subsets of a given finite set E and show that this algorithm works exactly for “valuated 
A-matroids.” Examples come from valuation theory. 
fact that certain combinatorial optimization problems related to a set system can be solved 
by an appropriately specified “greedy algorithm” if and only if the set system in question is 
matroidal, such “GA-characterizations” have been established in a considerable number of 
different situations-see for instance the forthcoming book [2] by B. Korte, L. Lovasz and 
R. Schrader for a rather complete uptodate account of this subject and for further references. 
In this note we want to contribute to this program by extending our GA-characterization 
of valuated matroids [3] t o a corresponding characterization of “valuated A-matroids” as 
introduced in a much more general context by the second named author in [4,5] where the 
theory of matroids with coefficients is extended to A. Bouchet’s A-matroids (or metroids, 
[S-11]) and to I.M. Gelfand’s (W, P)-matroids [12]. According to [4], a (finite) valuated 
A-matroid M = (E, v) consists of a finite set E and a map 21 : P(E) + {-co} U R from the 
set P(E) of all subsets of E into {-oo} U R such that the following axioms hold 
(VAl) There exists some F C E with v(F) # -co. 
(VAS) For all F, F’ c E with v(F) # --oo # v(P) and for every x E FAF’ (:= (F - F’) U 
(F’ - F)) there exists some y E (FAF’) - {z} with 
v(F) + 4F’) L v(FA{x:) A(Y)) + +‘A{x) A(Y)). 
Moreover, it is shown in [4] by using an identity concerning Pfaffian forms that for every 
skew-symmetric matrix A = (u~~)~,~~E with coefficients in a field K, provided with a non- 
archimedian valuation u : K -+ (-00) u W (i.e., a map satisfying ~(a) = -oo _ a = 0, 
v(a . b) = v(u) + v(b), and v(a + b) 5 max(v(a),v(b)) for all a, b E K), the pair (E, o 0 de2 : 
P(E) * {-W} U R), defined by 
u 0 det (F) := v(det ((o~~)=,~EF)) 
for F C_ E (and v o det (0) = 0, of course) constitutes an example of a valuated A-matroid- 
this way providing a rather large class of such structures. 
In this note we want to relate valuated A-matroids to the following optimization 
procedure: 
(OP) Given a finite set E of cardinality #E =: n, a map v : ‘P(E) -+ {-W} U R, and 
a subset F =: FO of E =: Eo with v(F) # --OO define Fi, Ei E E with #Ei = n - i for 
i = l,... ,n recursively by-assuming that Fi_1, Ei-1 s E with #Ei_l = n - i + 1 have 
been defined already-picking at first some arbitrary element xi E Ei_1, then choosing an 
element yi E Ei_1 with v(Fi_iA{zi}A{yi}) 2 u(Fi_rA{zi}A{y}) for all y E Ei-1 and, 
finally, putting fi := Fi_rA{z~}A{yi} and Ei := Ei_1 - {yi}. 
*Presently supported by the Sonderforschungsbereich 7 3 “Diskrete Strukturen in der Mathematik.” 
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We shall say that the greedy algorithm (OP) works for a map v : P(E) -+ (-00) U R if 
and only if for every F = F,-, C_ E with v(F) # -co and every admissible choice of xi and yi 
(i= l,... ,n) the value v(F,) coincides with vmax := max(v(X) 1 X c E). 
We claim 
THEOREM 1. Given a finite set E and a map v : P(E) -+ {-co} U R satisfying (VAI), 
the pair (E, v) is a valuated A-matroid if and only if for all maps q : E -+ R the greedy 
algorithm (OP) works for 
vrl : P(E) --$ {-co} U R : F H v(F) + c v(z). 
XEF 
PROOF: First assume that v satisfies (VAl) and (VAZ) and that v(F) # -W for some 
subset F =: FO of E =: Eo. Consider a sequence of elements 21, ~1, x2, ~2, . . . , xnr gn such 
that for 
Fi := FA{z~} A{yl} A.. . A{zi} A{yi} 
and 
Ei := E-{yl,...,yi} 
(i = l,... ,n) one has xi, yi E Ei-1 and v(Fi) > v(Fi-lA{~i}A{y}) for all y E Ei-1. 
Since v,, satisfies (VAl) and (VA2) together with v for every map q : E + R it is enough 
to show that v(F,) = v,,, which in turn will follow from the assertion 
v,, = max(v(X) ) X C E and FiAX C Ei) 
for all i = 0 , . . . , n. Obviously, this holds for i = 0. Now assume i > 0 and v,, = v(Xi-1) 
for some Xi-1 G E with Fi-lAXi- c Ei-1. If 
FiAXi-1 E Ei = Ei-1 - {yi} 
we have vmax = V(Xi) for Xi := Xi-l, satisfying FiAXi s Ei. Otherwise yi E FiAXi-1, 
since 
FiAXi-1 = Fi-IA A{yi}AXi-1 c 
C (Fi-lAXi_1) U {Zi, yi} c Ei-1 = Ei U {yi}. 
Hence, using (VA2), there exists some .Zi E (FiAXi-1) - {yi} c Ei-1 - {yi} = Ei with 
vmax + v(Fi) = “(Xi-l) + v(Fi) I v(Xi-I A A{zi}) + v(FiA{yi} A(G)) 
= v(Xi-lA{Yi) A{zi)> + v(Fi-lA{xi} A{zi}) 
5 v(Xi-IA A{zi}) + v(E) I vmax + v(Fi) 
and therefore vmax = v(Xi-1A{yi} A{zi}). Hence, Xi := Xi_lA{yi} A{zi} satisfies 
Vmax = V(Xi) aS well aS 
FiAXi = FiAXi-IA A{Zi} C (FiAXi-IA( U {Zi} g Ei 
and therefore v,, = max(v(X) 1 X E E,XAFi C Ei), so our claim follows by induction, 
because E, = 0 and thus F,, = X,. 
To prove the converse assume that for all 7 : E + R the greedy algorithm (OP) works 
for v9 while (VA2) does not hold for v. Choose F, F’ C E with v(F) # -oo # v(F’), 
t E FAF’, and E > 0 such that for all y E Y := (FAF’) - {z} 
v(F) + VP”) L v(FAtxl MY)> + v(F’A{+) NY)) + 4~) + C'(Y) 
and #(FAF’) is as small as possible. 
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Define q : E + R as follows: 
q(x) = 6 M 0, 
and 
q(y) < 0 for y E Y rI F and v(FA{z}A{y}) = -oo 
or y E Y n F’ and v(F’A{r} A(y)) = -00, 
n(y) = v (FA{tI A(Y)) - v(F) + E 
for y E Y n F, v(FA{z} A{y}) > -00, 
V(Y) = v (F’A.(zl A{yl) - VP”) + E 
for y E Y fl F’, v(F’A{z} A(y)) > -00, 
n(z) >> 0 for z E F f~ F’, 
q(z) < 0 for z E E - (F U F’), 
so that (T+),,,~~ = v,,(X) for some X C E only if FnF’ s X C FUF’. Then a straightforward 
case checking, distinguishing the cases y E YnF, y E YfIF’, y E FflF’ and y E E\(FUF’), 
yields 
v,(F) > v,(FA{4 A(Y)) (*) 
as well as 
vrl (F’) > vq (F’A{+I A(y)) (**) 
forallyE E-(z). M oreover, by a slight change of 6 in case va (F) = vq( F’) we may assume 
without loss of generality that, say, v,(F) > v,,(F’). Apply (OP) with respect to Fo := F’ 
and zl := I, in which case (w) implies yr = I, so there exists X s E with (v~),,,~~ = vtl(X) 
and t $! XAF’ and therefore z E FAX = (FAF’) A(F’AX). Since v,(F’) < v,(F) we 
must have X # F’ in addition to F n F’ C X C F U F’ and therefore #(FAX) < #(FAF’), 
hence for 2 E FAX there must exist some y E (FAX) - {z} C E - {z} with 
(vdmax + v,(F) = vq(X) -t v,(F) I 
vdXA{xc) NY)) + vr,(FAb) A(Y)) 5 
(Vv>mu + vq (FA{x:) A(Y)) 
and therefore v,(F) 5 v,(FA{z} A(y)) in contradiction to (*). Hence, v must satisfy the 
condition (VA2) if (OP) works for all vq, q an arbitrary map from E into R. I 
REMARK 1: Note that a valuated A-matroid (E, v) is, in fact, a valuated matroid 
(of rank, say, m) as defined in [3], if all F E E with v(F) # -oo have the same cardi- 
nality (namely m), and that in this case the greedy algorithm described in [3] essentially 
coincides with (OP). 
REMARK 2: It is also worthwhile to note that (VA2) implies #F = #F’ (modulo 2) for 
all F, F’ c E with v(F) # -oo # v(F’). Hence, the following variant of Theorem 1 which 
applies to “more general” valuated A-matroids might be of interest, too: 
THEOREM 1’. Given a finiteset E and a map v : P(E) + {-oa}UR satisfying (VAl) then v 
satisfies (VA2) for all F, F’ E E and t E FAF’ with v(F)+v(F’) > v(FA{z})+v(F’A{z}) 
if and only if the following variant COP’) works for all v,, (17 E RE): 
(OP’) Given a finite set E of cardinality #E =: n, a map v : P(E) + {-oo} U R, and 
a subset F =: Fo of E =: Eo with v(F) # -CXJ define Fi, Ei c E with #Ei = n - i for 
i = 1 .‘I n recursively by-assuming that Fi-1, Ei-1 5 E with #Ei_l = n - i + 1 have 
been defined already-pi&@ at first some arbitrary element xi E Ei-1, putting 
F{- 
if v(Fi_1) 2 v(Fi_1 A{xi}) 
if v(Fi-1) C v(Fi-1 A{xi}), 
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then choosing an element yi E Ei_l with 
for all y E Ei_1 and, finally, putting Fi := F;‘_,A{ei}A{yi} and Ei := Ei-1 - {yi}. 
The proof of this fact follows essentially the same lines as the proof of Theorem 1. It is 
left here as an exercise for the interested reader. 
REMARK 3: It is worth noting that A. Bouchet characterizes (non-valuated) A-matroids 
in [6, Section 61 also by the fact that some variant of a “greedy algorithm” worlds; this is, 
however, essentially different from those described in this note. 
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